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What is a String?
Historically, the term “string” came to be used to define a piece
of fabric that was “too small” to be used in household sewing.
Too small for clothing construction, too small for household
linens—these were the bits destined for the trash bins. In
most cases they were too small to even be considered as rags.
But quilters are and always have been a resilient lot, and of
course we could find a use for them. Patterns emerged and
strings found places of beauty in stunning quilts from the most
humble of circumstances.
String quilts have always fascinated me—the randomness of
placement, the variety of color—and most of all the stories
these quilts and fabrics could tell about their makers—if only
quilts could talk.
Though many string quilts were simply considered to be
utilitarian quilts in nature, they hold a charm and a vibrant
freedom that many other traditionally pieced quilts do not
have.
~Bonnie K. Hunter
String Fling
Published 2012

The Strings:
Strings are scrap leftovers from the many quilts you have
made. They can be from ¾” to 2” wide and from 2” long to
whatever you have.
Say you trim off the backing of a quilt after it’s been quilted.
You have a potential of an assortment of width leftovers and if
it’s a queen size quilt, your strips can be more than 100 inches
in length. Or say you cut a width of fabric to be subcut into
strips for a quilt. Inevitably you likely have a little leftover at
the end of that cut of fabric. And what do you do with the
leftovers of a kit when you have finished the top? Subcut those
leftovers in assorted widths and put them to good use.
Collect these strings in a box, basket, bag or whatever
container works for you.
These strings DO NOT have to be ironed and laid out neatly for
this use.
Supplies:
Basic sewing supplies as you would use for any workshop.
For this event, we will be sharing tables, 2 quilters on each side
of a table. Space will be limited for side tables. Consider
sharing a side table with your table mate. Bring your fabric
scissors. In some cases it’s more efficient to do a quick cut of a
long strip as you sew it down. A cutting mat will be set up,
bring your own rulers and cutters.
There will be only 4 irons set up for the group. Wood irons
work great on string quilts. What’s a wood iron? It’s a tool to
press the string over just like a hot electric iron. Today Clover
makes them from plastic, and they have a roller version. Here
are 4 examples of “wood” irons.

The white and blue are made by Clover. The roller was sold
with a Curve Master Foot. Those demonstrators also
recommend roller pressing the seam~ no hot iron.
AND you can also use your finger nail!
Foundations~ To use or Not to use and What to use…Those are
the questions.
Strings are laid out in straight rows or on diagonal. Strings
might be leftovers cut from a bias piece of fabric. So for that
reason, 3 of 4 authors I have referenced here use a stabilizer of
some sort. Here are their recommendations.
Scrap Quilt by Marcia Lasher, 1991
The muslin is used as a base in order to keep the blocks from
stretching. Because the fabric scraps are sewn diagonally, the
blocks would stretch if not stabilized on the muslin. It also gives
a neater appearance.

I am working on my third scrap quilt using the least expensive,
most lightweight muslin I can find. It makes for a warm quilt.
8 point intersections are tough, though not a problem when
they were machine quilted. Once washed, those intersections
are not tough anymore.
String Fling by Bonnie K. Hunter, 2012
I prefer to use paper foundations in my string piecing for many
reasons. One reason is that I find that sewing straight strips of
fabric across the bias of a fabric foundation can cause warping
or rolling and a foundation that won’t lay flat. Paper is sturdy in
every direction, making my results consistent every time.
I have made an additional 2 crumb quilts using muslin. I did
not experience warping or rolling. I like the weight of the quilt
for taking a good sound nap. I have been asked by my longarm
quilter to not use muslin in crumb quilts because the quilt is
riddled with many junctions of octuple (8) layers of fabric.
Paper recommendations are phone book pages, clean
“newspaper” found in the moving supply section of Home
Depot, and catalog pages. Catalogs and phone books, I have
been told, can be taken to Kinko’s where they will cut off the
spine and will cut the book to your size specification, for
example 6 x 6 inches. By using a shorter stitch length, the
paper comes off easily after the quilt top is complete.
String Quilts by Elsie Campbell, 2009
My grandmother pieced string quilts on cloth foundations using
squares cut from recycled clothing, worn dishtowels, or old
sheets. You certainly can make string quilts using foundations of
fabric or paper. The fabric foundation is left in the finished quilt
and paper must be removed. I prefer not to have that second

layer of fabric creating bulk in my quilts, and I certainly don’t
like the time-consuming task of removing paper foundations.
When I make string quilts, I simply sew together strips of leftover
fabrics along their length until I have a pieced panel that is a
yard or more in length. Then I press all seams in one direction,
stabilizing the panel with a heavy starch mixture as I press, and
then I cut the blocks or applique pieces from the pieced panel.
I will have this book available with great ideas from Elsie
Campbell.
String Quilt Revival by Virginia Baker and Barbara Sanders,
2011
No-show mesh stabilizer is a lightweight transparent non-woven
nylon mesh. It has no grain or bias and will not tear. It can be
purchased by the yard or by the bolt.
For future string quilts I plan to experiment with products such
as Poly Mesh by OESD, used dryer sheets, and Pattern ease by
Pellon. These will be available for you to see at the party.
As for paper, don’t throw away those misprinted computer
pages. Save them for a foundation. Also, for borders, sashing
and Chinese Coin patterns, consider using a roll of cash register
paper tape. This paper is the perfect width for borders and
sashing and can be found for a very reasonable price at the
Dollar Store.
Choose for yourself which foundation you might prefer.
Still confused about what to use? Contact Annabelle to
discuss. 630-781-2805.
Patterns for string quilts

A variety of books will be on hand for you to be inspired.
Here are a few pictures. For the most part, you can look at the
pictures and figure it out. If not, we will help on that day at the
party or call Annabelle in advance to help you prepare.
Many of you have expressed interest in “Diamonds Are
Forever”. The template is here for you to use. I recommend
printing it on 8 ½” x 11” freezer paper. You can iron the
template on top of 4 layers of fabric and cut on the line. The
paper should fuse at least 10 times.

Here are additional string quilt ideas from Pinterest.

